Isuzu rodeo reduced power

Automotive Forums. Reduce power light and check engine light comes on then I can push gas
pedal and I am lucky if I can go 10 mi. First off, what year is your vehicle? Second, you are lucky
if you can go 10 mi. If your lights dim it could be your alternator is on its last legs, but without
more info it's hard to roubleshoot your problem. He has a Rodeo in his profile; thanks for filling
it out! My best guess is this: 3. But it doesnt quit running. Could this also be a failed throttle by
wire component? Yes, sometimes it does do that also it just started when I am braking
sometimes really hard it just dies. But I am still trying to find the reduce power light problem
checking the wires around the throttle. A guy on another site said it might be an idle speed
control actuator he said it cost around bucks just for the part I hope not. Throttle postion sensor
and the idle speed control actuator sensor arent the same. But I dont know where to start we
have went thru some wires. Its just expensive and time consuming. Let me know about yours
too maybe we will figure it out. Here's that TBW post I was thinking of. Look towards the end of
the thread. Hello Guys Isuzu dead on the side of the road with the problem it was still having
after tons of searching new techincan says it is the motor on the throttle body , for the part and
for labor , 50 for tow. Hope this helps somebody with the same trouble. Okay here we go again,
the problem didnt get fixed have also problem with surges and the engine dies when I put on
the brake sometimes it dies along with the orginal problem of reduced power and check engine,
talk to some one with same vehicle , same year, same problem he has went to Izuzu dealership
10 times with no results cant figure out problem. After replacing the TPS Throtle position sensor
with a new one and getting the same codes as before I assumed that I must have a wiring
problem. It stands to reason that if the computer is sending out the same error codes before
and after part replacement then there must be an information block. I started with the grounding
issues because good grounding is essential. Earlier I found a broken bolt in the intake manifold
that held a ground. It obviously looked secure but wasn't. I moved the ground to a secure bolt
and for a short while the problem did resolve. Later the problem came back. This again seemed
to point me in the direction of a wiring problem because there was an intermittent issuing going
on. I cleaned and checked every other ground wire, added new grounding from the battery to
the engine, and replaced the battery cables but that didn't help this time. I moved next to the
computer. I wanted to check that every wire was secure in the socket and that it wasn't broken.
Because there are so many wires it is a daunting task. I removed both the blue and red sockets
running to the computer. I pulled both directions on every wire on the blue socket and all the
wires were secure. I moved next to the red socket. When I was about half way through that
group of wires I pulled on one that seemed much less tight. I pulled a little harder and it slid
right out of the harness. Now I had to find the other end of the break. I could by examining the
end of the broken wire that it was shorted and as I dug through the bundle I found the other end.
It was fused to another wire which was also partially if not completely shorted as well and the
two had melted together somewhat. Fortunately I was able to identify which wire went where
because both wires were color coded the same. I soldered the wires back together, reconnected
the plugs to the computer and started the car. The reduced power light immediately went off.
The engine accelerated for the first time in weeks and after a few starts the check engine light
cleared and also turned off. My theory is that the bad ground allowed an imballance of current in
the circuit and the guilty wire overheated right in the middle of the harness bundle where the
most heat would be prone to be concentrated and where the bundle was packed tightest
together perhaps weakening the insulation protection and eventually a direct short resulted. I
hope this helps someone else with a similar problem because I had this car in two very
competent shops and neither one of them could figure out the problem. I spent hundreds of
dollars in diagnosis but in the end they told me I needed to take it to an Isuzu dealer who had
the tailored diagnostic equipment. The closest dealer to my town is miles away so I either had to
trailer the car there or fix it myself, which is what I did. I say the mechanics relied too much on
the data coming from the computer and missing the possibility that the problem was not a
component related failure but a wiring failure. Good luck to the rest of you. Start with the
harness that terminates into the two connectors at the main computer. The main computer sits
on the drivers side inner fender. Strip back the tape about 8". There are about wires that pass
through this bundle. Tug a little on each wire to make sure it is securely in the terminal fitting
and on the other end where it goes toward the engine. If its a solid wire it wont give but if its
burned inside it will stretch the insulation where it is fried and and pull out. Once you find it you
need to solder it back together. There may be more than one burnt wire. Good Luck. Well, I just
did this repair on my rodeo. I would start with the connector at the throttle actuator. Disconnect
it and hook a multimeter to it. You can get a cheap one at auto zone if you dont have one. Then
wiggle your harness and see if this voltage drops.. Mine dropped to about 3. Then comes the
hard part, opening up the harness and replacing the wire. I just traced mine all the way to the
ecu, to make sure I had the right wire, cut it and ran my own wire. Soldered the wires together

and heat shrink. REchecked the voltage and wiggle test Thats it!! Only cost me 6 bucks for elec.
I found all my information in the FAQ section, under elec. I have a Rodeo 4wd ls 3. No reduced
power light, but my check engine light did come on once. Coming to a stop it would die. But it
would fire right back up when I cycled the key. I did all the pre diag And still had the same
problem intermittantly. So I hope this helps anyone having this problem. Happy Wheelin!! I
found a link to another thing you might want to do also to your throttle actuator. I'm going to
give a try this weekend, and also throw some bilstein shocks on her. I had just posted about a
problem separating front hub from the rotor,seems the driver side was unusually frozen the
passenger side was way easier. Now my brakes are great and while testing it almost died and
reduced power lt. Let her sit fir 10 mins. If there is any new info out there please don't hesitate,it
will be greatly appreciated. Thanks Carl. I realize this is about 5 years since the last post in this
thread, but Richk5 posted one of the best explanations of the problem I've seen. They are not all
exactly the same though, but to say it's likely a broken wire when this problem rears its head
would be a pretty safe bet. Mine turned out to be a wire broken. Then it corroded. Then it caused
too much resistance in that circuit and burned out part of the ECM Board. I had looked into the
TPS, cleaned all of it. So, I assumed one of those two wires was broken. Wiggle-test and tug-test
good. So, I'm a little miffed and upset at this moment, because I was hoping to find the smoking
gun. I decided to open the ECM just because. The wiring was ok. Inside the ECM, I find a layer of
smoke on the case, and some burnt parts on the board. Smoking gun. I'm done. If you think
that, you've probably burnt out good parts chasing down the bad ones. The burn marks were
right where the main board has the long feeder probes to the harness connections. Which
connection was it? I sort that out by counting them from left to right Where does that wire go? I
better chase that down. It's red with a green stripe. So is this one. And this one. And another.
Damn there's a lot of those here. They kind of go in this mess and out there, so pull back and
forth on both ends until you find the one that matches the pull Corroded wire, worn insulation.
Looks like the one that I was pulling on, but it's not. It goes to the pin above the burnt one.
Where did that rub? Oh look, right there on the fender. NOW I have a smoking gun. Back to the
burnt terminal Why do that? Oh well, we're now ready for a new ECM. Photos to come in
another post. And the results of a "new" ECM install. I would be interested is knowing where the
rubbing happened so I can check to make sure it isn't happening on mine To all the rodeo and
passport people replacing parts, the problems are in the wires. I spent 2 hours reading post
from some knowledgeable people and many dum dums. Before buying 02 sensors or throttle
body valve. Test the wires. Thanks to Quest4Boost. Hello again. I have the reduced power and
check engine light like before. The mechanic now thinks it might be the throttle body, if so
where can I get one for a decent price? Looked on line and they say not for my vehicle. I could
use a hand and thanks. Do you. I would try cleaning the throttle body these guides should help.
Was this answer. Hello, I have a rodeo isuzu and has caught the light reduced power, loses
power and not walk more than 10 miles, I get the following codes. P P P clean the acceleration
sensor, and left with more problems than before, now is not the light goes out. Your help thanks
Was this answer. Try cleaning throttle plate on both sides and iac hole with choke cleaner first
but it may need a new throttle body and or gas peddle assy It may also be apcm problem so a
pro should really look at this. Thanks Was this answer. I need the engine manual isuzu rodeo 3.
You can rent them through us under repair or go to an auto parts Was this answer. Friends I
want to know if the engine isuzu rodeo 3. Serve its parts or the manual is the same. Thx Was
this answer. Reduced power light on Was this answer. That usually means there is a problem
with the throttle by wire system and its in limp fail safe mode. You need to have the computer
scanned for codes and let me know the exact code numbers you have not code descriptions.
The manual if like a year or two to yours should be sufficient the 3. Friends, my mechanic tells
me it can not find the data sheets for my Isuzu rodeo 3. He says he is a rare model, where can I
find information on my rodeo body acceleration of 3. I have no idea try Isuzu they made it.
Friends have a rodeo with reduced power isuzo 3. No what else hacer. El electric circuit is bien.
Y bien. Que more sensors can damage the jeep. Oxygen sensors can be either the catalyst?
Friends have a rodeo isuzo 3. Scan for codes first and I have no further comments on this issue
Was this answer. Reduced power light is on with check engine. I was wondering if I could get
the trouble shooting tree sent to me? You need to scan for codes to see what is causing it first
auto parts can do it for free if in US Was this answer. Here is a link to an article that features
written instructions and pictures explaining how to do the scan yourself, also I have included a
link to our YouTube channel with a how to video on code scanning. Most scanners are
inexpensive to purchase, you can purchase one from Amazon. Once you have the codes please
get back to us so that we can further assist you. Thank you for visiting 2CarPros. Thanks guys. I
think some are for the transmission for the reduced power and I had to drive it home. From this
site and others I am reading it is either the TPS or the one on the gas peddle. I replaced the TPS

about 3 years ago but that could still be the problem. Any help is welcome and thank you Was
this answer. Hey Bill, Please clear the codes and take it for another short drive as soon as the
light comes on run the codes. This will bring up one or two codes that will help us find the
problem. With a list that long some codes are false and we don't want to start going down the
wrong road to fix it. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Check Engine Light
Content. When your car's check engine comes on the first thing you think of is my car still safe
to drive? This is a valid point because in some instances the car will be fine while This Started
In Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It seems to only happen when temperatures
are 40 degrees or lower. The engine surges when idling. It will not go over 20 mph if I try to drive
it. I have seen quite a few posts like tbi one but no real solutions. I need to check the engine
wiring can you please give me the wiring diagrams? P Electronic Throttle Control -Power
management mode. I am not sure what to do or where to go from there. Please let us know what
you find. We are interested to see what it is. I am working the diagrams right now. I will let you
know how it comes out. The engine is a 3. Was this answer helpful? Last year I replaced the
TPS, but don't think that is the problem. My truck is the 3. P Electronic Throttle Control Power
management mode. It pointed me to the TPS. I replaced it for about 80 bucks. That did the trick!
I'm back up and running. Thank you for the help! I cleaned the maf sensor, replaced the fuel
filter, and did what I could to clean the egr valve. That seemed to work for about a day and then
it came back on. Can anyone point me to it please? I have a 02 rodeo with a 3. I have a 3. If enter
a porthole the reduce power light comes on and I cant accelerate. The car just refuses to rev. I
have to off the engine for 15 seconds then on it again to gain a rev can I get the diagrams?
Please check it out above. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed.
We just need to know where to reconnect the 4 color coded wires to the original chassis
diagram. Please, the fuel tank it out. Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? My fuel
pump is having issues. I replaced it, but turns out there is some kind of short or something in
the wiring. The wires read 12V when cranking, but not when in the on position. Even then, the
pump doesnt turn on. I have tested the pump by hooking directly to the pump and it does work.
I have also tested all relays and fuses which work. I am guessing the wires are broken
somewhere, but idk. If I could get the wiring diagram for the fuel pump, it would be great. Thank
you for the help. Let me know if you need further assistance.. Home Isuzu Rodeo Engine Wiring.
I get a check engine-reduced power lights after engine start. Do you. Here is a guide to help you
with the wiring testing with the engine wiring diagrams below. Images Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. Thank you for the info! I'm having the same issue with my Isuzu Rodeo - reduced power
light comes on with the check engine light only in cold weather started this year a few weeks
ago. I followed the diagrams. I'm having the same issue with the reduced power mode. I just
started getting this problem can someone send me the trouble shooting tree. I have same
problem. I have updated this post the engine wiring diagrams are featured in the second post.
As we are putting the new fuel pump in we realized the new wire connect does not match the
old. The wiring diagrams for the fuel pump are interrogated into the engine wiring and a guide to
help you test the wiring. I have a isuzu rodeo Ls 4wheel drive 3. Hello and thanks for donating
Below is the wiring diagram for the fuel pump that you asked for. Thanks for the help. But I was
wondering if you could enlarge the picture so I can read it or tell me what the labels are. Also, a
quick question. Is the fuel pump supposed to turn on when the vehicle is in the on position, or
when cranking? I really appreciate it. Sure, there are 2 wires at the fuel pump itself. A ground
wire, black, and a power wire, red, running to the relay. As for the fuel pump, it should prime up
when the key is turned to ON but will only stay on for around 4 seconds then kick back off. This
is just the priming up for it, it knows it doesn't need to stay on with the key ON engine not
running. Here is the problem. I get power to the pump only when the car is cranking but the
pump doesnt turn on. And the pump does work. What may be the problem and where should I
look for this problem. Thank you for all of the help. Hmm, is definitely a wire issue somewhere
then. You will need to take a test light and poke around the wiring I showed you. Make sure the
pins that are labeled ground are actually groundingand not getting power somehow. Ill be sure
to ask you again if I have any other questions. Again, thank you for the help. Coil main wiring
harness wires broke where do they attach? Hi there, If this is not enough info let me know and i
will try to get a better pic. Mark mhpautos Was this answer. Please login or register to post a
reply. Can A 97 Rodeo 3. And Somewhere I Read That Having Trouble Timing Camshafts
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
April in Isuzu. Ok, those of you who are having electrical issued with your rodeo, where the
engine stalls, or misses, or you hit a bump and the reduced power light comes on here is the
simple FIX the first place you should check it solved my problem immediately, and hopefully it

will yours. Another person on came up with this solution and has it posted somewhere, but I'm
reinforcing this because it fixed my issue. OK-- on the main wiring bundel which runs from the
engine to the computer module 8"x8" light metal box on drivers side near brake fluid reservoir
This is the ground connection, and the bolt should have a clean contact and bolted tightly on
there otherwise it throws the computer off when the car hits a bump or stops. Check this item
first, hopefully it solves your issue. August It worked. Thank you so much we have been at a
loss for quite some time. I appreciate the help saved me a lot of time and money. NufSaid Posts:
6. August edited August Second my rodeo reduce power light came on once in awhile if i got
out and taped on the throttle body and then started the engine it was good for awhile. What i did
was remove the motor from the throttle body housing took the motor apart which was very easy
where the brushes ride was all black. Took some sand paper cleaned very carefully till all the
black was gone. Never came on again 3 years ago. They have a issue with this more than u
think several people i told this to and they fixed there reduce power light issue. Easy if Light
comes on shut engine off raise the hood tap on the throttle body housing opsite end from where
the wire plug in there is a electric motor in this housing then restart engine. If light goes off do
the above and clean. November I disagree with the big metal bracket being a ground. After
completely stripping all of the wiring harness back, that metal bracket is fully plastic coated
except for the part where the bolt goes. No wires are soldered or otherwise attached to the
bracket. Wiggle your wire harness while it's running, it might make a difference. It is probably a
broken wire though. Broken wires don't fix themselves with a wiggle. Splice a new one where
you find the broken one and be sure to fully insulate it and protect it from rubbing the frame.
Sign In or Register to comment. Our certified mobile mechanics come to you 7 days a week
between 7 AM and 9 PM. A Reduced Power light usually indicates a fairly serious problem with
the throttle system. Since the Reduced Power light can trigger for a number of different
reasons, tracking down the exact cause is extremely important, if the vehicle is not properly
diagnosed and repaired, the Reduced Power light will trigger again, putting the vehicle in safe
mode. It will also trigger if there is an issue with the electronic throttle, the accelerator pedal or
the throttle module. When a vehicle goes into reduced power mode it will seriously impact its
performance. Some vehicle will be restricted to idle speed while others restrict speed to miles
per hour. In most cases, a Restricted Power light is related to a throttle body or the connector.
Faulty Throttle Body: A throttle body is part of the of the air intake system which helps control
the amount of air going into the engine. If a throttle body is failing the engine will not get the
correct mixture of air and fuel. This can trigger the Reduced Power light as well as lead to a
poor running engine. It can also trigger the Check Engine light. Failing Throttle Position Sensor:
The throttle position sensor tells the vehicle computer the position of the gas pedal. The
computer uses this information to calculate the proper amount of air and fuel to send to the
engine. The throttle position sensor also controls shifting the gears of a vehicle, which means
that a faulty throttle position sensor will prevent a car from changing gears. If this part is failing,
the Reduced Power light will trigger. Faulty Engine Control Unit: The engine control unit is an
essential component of a vehicles computer. It regulates and controls many systems, including
the drive train and parts of the engine. If a fault is detected in this crucial part, it can trigger the
Reduced Power light as well as the Check Engine light. This is a major issue that should be
investigated as soon as possible. Faulty Wiring: Exposed or damaged wires can cause issues
with the any of these components and will possibly trigger the Reduced Power light. A loose
wiring crimp can also be the culprit. Wiring issues can be tricky to track down so using a
professional mechanic is a necessity. Malfunctioning Oxygen Sensors: Oxygen sensors are
responsible for measuring how rich or lean exhaust gases are leaving a vehicles combustion
chamber. A failing or dirty sensor can put too much or too little fuel into the engine. While a
failing oxygen sensor will usually trigger a Check Engine light it is possible that the Reduced
Power light could also trigger. The mechanic will inspect your vehicle's air intake system,
electrical wiring and sensors, including the throttle body and oxygen sensors, along with other
important components. It may be necessary for the mechanic to test drive the car to verify the
complaint and provide an accurate diagnosis. The Reduced Power light only illuminates if there
is a serious issue with the vehicle that must be addressed immediately. In almost all cases, the
throttle or the vehicles computer will be malfunctioning which can make driving the vehicle
dangerous. If the vehicle Reduced Power light illuminates the vehicle should immediately be
inspected, diagnosed and repaired. Isuzu Rodeo Reduced Power light is on Inspection at your
home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A Diagnostic Works Instantly
book a certified mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic diagnoses the problem and quotes
necessary repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to you
now. See availability. Reduced Power light is on Inspection Service A Reduced Power light
usually indicates a fairly serious problem with the throttle system. Common reasons for this to

happen: Faulty Throttle Body: A throttle body is part of the of the air intake system which helps
control the amount of air going into the engine. How it's done: The mec
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hanic will inspect your vehicle's air intake system, electrical wiring and sensors, including the
throttle body and oxygen sensors, along with other important components. How important is
this service? Number of Isuzu Rodeo services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in.
Popular Isuzu Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Isuzu mechanics Real
customer reviews from Isuzu owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Peter 43 years
of experience. Request Peter. Pardeep 21 years of experience. Request Pardeep. Pradeep did a
good job Anthony 33 years of experience. Request Anthony. Anthony was very professional. He
arrived on time and did a great job on the needed repair. Scott 36 years of experience. Request
Scott. Isuzu Rodeo - Door will not open - Gilbert, Arizona. Great guy, great mechanic!
Knowledgeable and willing to go above and beyond to get the job done on site the first time!..
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Reduced Power light is on Inspection.

